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Abstract

Nowadays, from a pedagogical point of view, services of energy consulting in Germany are unstructured. There are a lot of different and imprecisely defined service offers without unitary standards. The existing standards are often intransparent, and customers as well as energy consultants themselves can hardly distinguish between different service offers. Similarly, vocational and further training in energy consulting are unstructured and a lot of different training offers exist. Additionally, the education pathways for becoming an energy consultant do not follow a systematic approach. Trainees have very different vocational backgrounds, areas of knowledge, skills and qualifications (e.g. architects, engineers, craftsmen in different work areas as interior decorator, systems mechanics or carpenters, etc.) but often are obliged to take the same training programs to become an energy consultant. In this article the results of an analysis of today’s curricular patterns are presented. Today, energy consulting training programs mostly consider technical knowledge and miss soft skills, e.g. interaction with customers. Furthermore, a lot of possible work tasks are not included in today’s energy consulting service offers. In our studies, we address these shortcomings with the development of a concept of a qualification framework including the full service chain of energy consulting. Our concept focuses on structuring the contents of energy consulting curricula regarding both typical work tasks and competence-based structures. Thus, we worked out a modern curricular concept based on the vocational fields of activities in energy consulting and surveyed the activities along the full area of service offers. As a result of our studies the surveyed and validated fields of activities as basis of a modern curricular framework as well as implications on further work are presented in this paper.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, in Germany services of energy consulting are unstructured. There are a lot of different and imprecisely defined service offers without unitary standards. Existing standards are often intransparent and customers as well as energy consultants themselves can hardly distinguish between different service offers. This is due to similar denotation of different training programs or service offers and vice versa. Additionally, the education pathways for becoming an energy consultant do not follow a systematic approach. Vocational and further training in energy consulting are unstructured and a lot of different training offers exist. Furthermore, trainees have very different vocational backgrounds, areas of knowledge and qualifications (e.g. architects, engineers, craftsmen in different work areas as interior decorator, systems mechanics or carpenters, etc.) but
are obliged to take the same training programs to become an energy consultant. In chapter 2 we present an instrument we used to analyze today’s curricular patterns. We explain how the heterogeneous vocational backgrounds are connected to further training concepts to become an energy consultant. Central shortcomings of concepts for the development of competencies in the energy consultant area are described. This implies the necessity to develop a systematical modular concept of vocational patterns regarding the heterogeneous prerequisites of trainees to sharpen the profiles of service offers and its training programs. This framework is mainly based on the development of the different fields of activities in energy consulting which are structured according to the service chain in energy consulting for specific services. In chapter 3 we will present our studies on the development of these fields of activities. In our studies we developed and validated a set of 10 fields of activities. Implications on further work are presented in chapter 4.

2 Studies on the status quo of vocational patterns in energy consulting services

In Germany, the dominant prerequisite to work in a job in general is gaining a formal qualification either by a vocational training program or going to university. There is a broad set of vocations with a connection to further training or studies in energy consulting. Special focus of our studies is the non-academic level. Energy consulting today is based on earlier vocational trainings and work experience in different disciplines and other areas and by doing additional further vocational training for energy consulting. Sustainable buildings have complex requirements for providing optimized energy use along its lifecycle. Experts in energy consulting services are helpful to handle these impacts effectively and efficiently while considering all requirements and effects in the future. Thus, systematic and professional energy consulting services are necessary. Today, only inconsistent standards are available on the market. This causes enormous uncertainties for both the customer as well as the service supplier. Thus, our approach is to first analyze today’s qualification structures in vocational curricula. Qualification research is the basis for occupation and curriculum development [Rauner 2008]. We take into account curricula of earlier occupations, for instance stucco plasterer, carpenter and systems mechanics as well as curricula of energy consulting training programs. As a first step, with regards to Clement [2002] defining the work tasks of an energy consultant and the development of commons and differences depending on the vocational background in curricula due to defined criteria will help to give more structure to the vocational patterns in energy consulting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content objects</td>
<td>Intention of qualification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Idea</td>
<td>Sustainability and handling conflicts of aims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main principle of construction</td>
<td>Orientation on scientific disciplines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orientation on personal dispositions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Morphological scheme to analyze curricular patterns in energy consulting
For the studies of curricular patterns a special analysis instrument for both courses in energy consulting and corresponding vocational trainings has been developed. The instrument (Fig.1) surveys items of qualification contents, formal principle and central ideas as the significant aspects in curricular studies [Heinen and Frenz 2009].

The criterion “content objects” surveys the intention of qualification and the curricular contents. It concerns formal qualifications and competencies as well as the implemented knowledge. This criterion is especially used for comparisons with regard to contents. Curricula in general have central ideas [Huisenga 2005]. Learning for the future and an education for sustainable development are today’s central goals in education [UNESCO 2010] as well as dealing with an uprising service orientation with a demand of interacting with people and rising complexity in processes and technologies. Thus, the criterion “central idea” of a curriculum considers the curricular implementation of a sustainability ethos with handling conflicts of aims, e.g. on a macro level in the dimensions of social responsibility, economic effectiveness and ecological agreeableness. Furthermore it considers dealing with uncertainties (often a solitary solution of a problem does not exist, there are several possibilities the energy consultant can strive for) and the significance of dynamics of interaction. These aspects are important in consulting services because a lot of work tasks are service and customer oriented. The criterion “main principle of construction” considers the three aspects of an orientation on scientific disciplines, typical work tasks and personal dispositions [Reetz and Seyd 2006]. Orientation on scientific disciplines means the curricula structuring the knowledge in formulas and scientific contents with special regards to technical knowledge. One has to transfer this more or less abstract knowledge into the concrete work tasks by himself. On the opposite, orientation on typical work tasks means structuring curricular contents with regards to performance in service offers and typical work tasks. They describe the activities one has to do to solve a work task and the knowledge one needs for the work performance. The aspect personal disposition takes the learners different dispositions into account and emphasizes the development of personality as well as personal improvement in key competencies and soft skills. Although there is a strong interdependency between the three principles of construction and all of them always are considered designing a curriculum, one principle mostly is dominant.

An analysis of the demands of service offers in the area of energy consulting offers shows the heterogeneous compound of service offers, all named as “energy consulting service”. Those service offers are e.g. advisory service on how to use technology and the behavior with technology in use, energy-checks, Initiating advisory service without local consultation, Energy Consumption or Demand certificates, different consulting services in programs sponsored by governmental departments for buildings designed for residential as well as business purposes, detailed analysis based on e.g. thermal simulations for different purposes. Those different tasks give an insight into complexity and heterogeneity of energy consulting service offers. It is obvious that those service offers require sharp profiles and different job profiles with varying key competencies. The work task related competencies differ in kind and level.

Due to markets demands of service profiles it is obvious, that situation orientation should be the dominant principle to structure the curricula mentioned before. The qualification systems contents need to be structured regarding to situated tasks. This also offers the possibility of modular training programs and qualification framework. Furthermore, this orientation on work tasks gives more flexibility to ways of qualifying for a job. Besides formal qualification, competence-based ratings easier are to be implemented to “qualify” for fulfilling a job. A central uprising question is to sort the work tasks and service offers due to required competencies on an academic or vocational training level as well as the question how to consider non-formal qualifications in detail.

In energy consulting curricula a sustainable acting is not implemented; focus is on handling technology and materials. Also in the curricula of previously learned vocations this aspect is barely stressed. Furthermore in energy consulting curricula the handling of uncertainties in solution and dynamics of interaction hardly are touched. As well, the curricula of the earlier vocations more focus on handling the domain and only include a dissatisfaction level of service- and customer-orientation.

In Germany, during the 90’s the responsible governmental department ("Kultusministerkonferenz") decided to restructure the vocational curricula. Before, they have been
structured according to scientific disciplines; the redesign was done to dominantly implement an orientation on work situations. Now curricular contents dominantly regard to significant work tasks [KMK 2000].

Our studies on today´s Curricula in energy consulting showed that mainly technical and material domain knowledge about the building is emphasized, but in training programs they do not focus on the implementation of this knowledge in didactically prepared work tasks. Domain specific aspects like how to perform and prepare a good consulting service are barely touched. They are dominantly structured according to scientific disciplines. Consideration of personal dispositions is barely implemented in the curricular principle. Connections to specific, typical working situations are barely given and they focus on only specific knowledge without cultivating learner´s competencies about those topics.

On the one hand the original crafts are structured as vocational fields of activities and already follow characteristics of modern curricula. For services of energy consulting on the other hand modern structures still have to be developed. The market has a demand of delivering services which are defined by the fulfilment of work tasks. The work tasks are contained in situated service profiles. Hence, the work tasks need to be surveyed and grouped to fields of activities in socio-technical systems to meet the demands of the market.

Today, energy consulting services mainly consist of conceptual designs of energy concepts and concepts of modernization. Hence, current energy consulting processes do not go along the full service chain in energy consulting and miss the capacity of value adding. The conceptual work tasks are merely at the beginning of the service chain; thus, further work tasks, e.g. monitoring buildings, assistance to building design and its realization, have to be included in our set of fields of activities.

Those aspects implicate the necessity to develop a systematic modular concept of vocational patterns regarding to the heterogeneous prerequisites of trainees to sharpen the profiles of service offers and it´s training programs. The vocational fields of activities in energy consulting fully have to be developed according to characteristics of modern vocational patterns and training concepts.

3 Development of vocational fields of activities in energy consulting

Modern training structures follow competence-based approaches [Frommberger 2004], are situated to typical work tasks [Reetz and Seyd 2006; KMK 2000] and include soft skills like interaction with customers etc. as well as general key competencies (Rychen and Salganik 2001) (e.g. acting autonomously and reflectively, using tools interactively or joining and functioning in socially heterogeneous groups).

The trend towards energy-optimized buildings and minimization of effects on the environment includes an efficient and effective handling of energy questions and requires sustainable thinking, planning and acting. The demand of energy-efficient buildings enormously increases the complexity of handling materials, technology and the harmonisation of both to each other. A lot of different complex and often even conflictive social, ecological and economical aspects have to be considered. More and more sustainable solutions are expected, expressed as a fair balance between conflicts of different aims. These aspects can appear all along a buildings lifecycle.

As mentioned before, energy consulting processes do not go along the full service chain in energy consulting and miss the capacity of value adding, at this time. The conceptual work tasks are merely at the beginning of the service chain; thus, we enlarged the service chain. Further tasks for energy consultants can be the escorting of the implementation of developed concept as well as efficiency control and bringing into service. This means the implementation of further work tasks e.g. monitoring buildings, assistance to building design and its realization. These work tasks have been included in our set of fields of activities.

This framework is mainly based on the development of the different fields of activities in energy consulting which are structured according to the value chain in energy consulting for specific services. Central idea of our concept is the curricular implementation of a sustainability ethos and to include a sustainable work performance following the approach of vocational education for sustainable development. A sustainable work performance includes dealing with conflicts of different aims. One has to consider the three dimensions economy, ecology and society.
with acting according to the aspects of ecological agreeableness, economical efficiency as well as social responsibility to find a satisfying solution [De Haan and Harenberg 1999; Hahne 2006]. Energy consultants are confronted with those conflicts of aims in a lot of their work tasks. Those conflicts need to be brought forward to the curricular concept to give a basis to learn to deal with finding non-unitary solutions satisfying interests of all three dimensions.

To develop the fields of activities, different steps were taken. Firstly, business processes in energy consulting were surveyed and corresponding operating processes were described in detail by expert reports. Those working processes contain the work tasks in detail. Afterwards, they have been structured according to the principle of socio-technical systems and been grouped to fields of activities along the service chain in energy consulting [KMK 2000]. By using the design principle of socio-technical systems it is possible to systematic describe the connections between working persons, its environment, the equipment and the work tasks [Bader 2004]. Our model of a service chain of activities in business processes bases on an adapted version for a value chain of consulting processes [Spiegel 2003].

Figure 2: Fields of activities in energy consulting

Consulting services in general include the offer of a service, its delivery and its completion including quality check and monitoring services. They pass through all parts of the chain in order, and at each part the service provides some value gain. In our service chain model, the parts were defined and in detail specified for energy consulting services. By those definitions, the activities in the service chain can be grouped to fields of activities in energy consulting. Today, energy consulting services mainly consist of conceptual designs of energy concepts and concepts of modernization. Hence, current energy consulting processes do not go along the full value chain in energy consulting and miss the capacity of value adding. The conceptual work tasks are merely at the beginning of the value chain; thus, as a result of our studies further work tasks, e.g. monitoring buildings, assistance to building design and its realization, have been included in our set of the 10...
fields of activities. The enlargement of the service chain as mentioned before provided especially the fields of activities on escorting residential and non-residential buildings in service and monitoring buildings in service as well as escorting implementations of concepts in real estate have been developed. Another important field of activity developed in our studies is the field of conducting consulting services in general. Until now, there existed a lot of shortcomings in that area. The fields of activities are listed in fig. 2. They were in detail structured by the different phases of operating in fulfilling a work task [Hacker 2005] as a structure model (Fig. 3). Following this approach, the action-regulating knowledge, which regulates the activities from the energy consultant, is represented [Hacker 2008].

Figure 3: Feed-back control system for phases of operating in fulfilling a work task

The phases we defined are: 1. Confrontation with a situation requiring work performance, 2. Analysis of the situation, developing a work task and conflicts in aims, 3. Planning of possible solutions, 4. Make a decision for an approach, 5. Performance, 6. Review and Evaluation, documentation, 7. Completion of the task. Each field of activity has been designed regarding to those phases. In this structure the activities an energy consultant needs to perform are describe with regards to the general work tasks. This indicates the competencies to be used as well.

Model validation and revision of contents was done by a set of expert skilled worker workshops. Expert workshops are a standard instrument for revision of contents to validate them and give precise and accurate formulations. This approach enables to specify the developed work tasks in the fields of activities in terms of important work tasks. Criteria for important work tasks are [Spöttl 2008]:

- Being characteristic for the respective occupation
- Encouraging learning in order to challenge occupational competence development by concentrating on the work task
- Enabling a systematisation of vocational learning in terms of development of key competencies
- Being designed in a way that they also contain future occupational developments.

According to the criteria of good “expert skilled worker workshops” (Spöttl 2008) and experiences from other studies (Reinhold 2009) we carried out four workshops with workers on expert level with a total amount of 21 participants. The workshops have been moderated by a team of two persons, one to lead the conversation and one expert with detailed domain knowledge. The participants all worked for several years in different areas of energy consulting with different
vocational backgrounds (e.g. architects, engineers and craftsmen). Additionally, people with several years of experience teaching in training programs were taken into account.

On the basis of validated fields of activities a concept of possible vocational patterns for energy consultants on a makro level has been developed. In further studies those vocational patterns and fields of activities of energy consultants can be augmented with detailed key competencies. The fields of activities have to be compared with the original crafts to survey the benefits and qualification lacks depending on trainees earlier education. With those results a systematical concept of vocational patterns can be developed and special training programs can be adapted.

4 Implications on further work

On the basis of the vocational fields of activities a concept of possible vocational patterns for energy consultants on a macro level has been developed. In a next step these fields of activities of energy consultants as a general description of work actions can be connected with business activities. Those business activities comply with market demands of energy consultants and can be grouped to business portfolios [Bretschneider, Grunwald and Zinke 2010]. Afterwards, they have to be augmented with detailed key competencies. On that basis, needs of qualification can be developed. The key competencies in the portfolios differ mainly in number and level. Therefore another study is planned. The fields of activities and business portfolios will be compared with the original crafts to survey the benefits and qualification deficiencies depending on trainees’ earlier education. With those results a systematical concept of vocational patterns can be developed and special training programs depending on earlier education and gained competencies can be adapted. Figure 4 gives an overview on possible vocational patterns in future.
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**Figure 4: Portfolio-Concept of grouped vocations to qualify for working in different business profiles**

Another aspect of our further studies will especially be competence-based, outcome-oriented approaches. We do not just want to rate formal qualifications. Furthermore on-the-job-learned competencies shall be taken into account. Thus to describe a person’s competencies findings from the development of the European as well as the German Qualifications Framework will be considered.
Based on this systematic qualification concept it is possible to determine training programs which fit to energy consulting service offers and have unitary standards. To solve the deficiencies in competencies, the first exemplary items for further training have been developed. They are based on the earlier mentioned qualification concept, e.g. modules about an introduction into identifying vital work task related aspects of communication with the customer have been developed. Additionally, a course work has been devised with the objective of advancing participants in competencies regarding sustainable conduct in exemplary work tasks for certain fields of activities, e.g. for planning the heating of a housing estate.
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